Use of genetically engineered bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells for glioma gene therapy
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Abstract. In our previous study, we successfully treated an established C6 brain tumor using neural stem cells transduced with the herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase gene (HSVtk) and ganciclovir in the rat. In the present study, we investigated the use of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), obtained from adult rats and transduced with HSVtk (MSCtk cells), instead of neural stem cells because MSCs are much easier to obtain from the adult subjects. Those cells were used for in vitro coculture study and in vivo co-implantation study with C6 rat glioma cells to examine bystander tumoricidal effect, which revealed a sufficient bystander effect and only 1/32 MSCtk cells were needed for complete tumor eradication. In vitro bystander effect was also observed in a real-time fashion using a culture microscope and it was shown that only tumor cells that had contact with MSCtk cells died. In vivo treatment study of an established C6 brain tumor with an intratumoral injection of MSCtk cells followed by systemic ganciclovir administration demonstrated a significant reduction of the tumor size and a significant survival prolongation. The treatment strategy using MSCtk and ganciclovir (MSCtk therapy) is more feasible and practical for clinical application than the method using neural stem cells.

Introduction

Glioblastoma is the most common malignant tumor of the brain. Standard therapy for intracranial gliomas centers extensive on surgical resection followed by adjuvant radiochemotherapy. Recently, gross total tumor resection becomes possible even when the tumor locates near the eloquent brain regions by using a neuronavigation system and multimodal techniques of neurological functional monitoring. However, because this tumor is highly invasive and diffusely infiltrates into the brain tissue, surgical resection is almost always followed by regrowth of tumor cells residing in adjacent brain regions (1). Furthermore, this tumor is highly resistant to radiation and chemotherapy (2). The median survival of the patients with glioblastoma is about one year and only a little improvement has been achieved during the past 3 decades (3). Development of novel treatment strategies are urgently needed, especially targeting these residual tumor cells disseminated from the main tumor mass.

The gene therapies using the suicide genes have been so designed to treat locally-invaded glioma cells because these therapies have a very attractive property called the ‘bystander effect’, where brain tumor cells that are not transduced with the suicide gene also become sensitive to prodrugs and eliminated along with suicide gene-transduced cells (4). Though the suicide gene therapy with the herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase (HSVtk) gene and a prodrug, ganciclovir (GCV) have been clinically tested in many institutions, the efficacy has been limited because of the short survival of viral vectors and low migratory activity of vector producing cells (5).

In order to expand treatment area by the HSVtk/GCV gene therapy, we have been using neural stem cells (NSCs) that have potent migratory activity especially toward brain lesions such as tumors (6-8). In our previous studies, rat brain tumors were successfully treated through the bystander effect by an intratumoral injection of NSCs transduced with HSvtk gene (NSCtk cells) followed by systemic GCV administration and this bystander effect was still potent when NSCtk cell were injected at distant intracranial sites from the tumor (9,10). Therefore, the HSVtk/GCV gene therapy using NSCtk cells is quite promising to proceed to clinical trials. However, it is not so easy to obtain NSCs from the glioma patients because interventions are required. Recently, neural stem cell-like cells have been isolated from human adult bone marrow cells and those cells show potent migratory activity in the brain toward glioma (11-16). These cells, called mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), can be gathered more easily. In the present study, we evaluated the possibility of using MSCs obtained from adult rat bone marrow instead of NSCs obtained from fetal rat brain in the HSVtk/GCV gene therapy of rat gliomas.
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Materials and methods

Isolation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from Sprague-Dawley rat. All following experiments were performed according to the Rules of Animal Experimentation and the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals of the Hamamatsu University School of Medicine. Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat (9-weeks old, Nippon SLC, Hamamatsu, Japan) was sacrificed with ether. The pelt of rat was made thoroughly wet with 70% isopropyl alcohol and furms and tibias were removed by severing them from the animal at the hip and ankle, respectively. The interior of the marrow shaft was exposed by trimming the ends of the long bones and the marrow tissue was flushed out using a 21-gauge needle attached to a 5-ml syringe. A single cell suspension was obtained by gently aspirating the tissue several times using the same needle and syringe in 5 ml murine MSC growth medium (MMSCGM; Stem Cell Technologies Inc., B.C, Canada) and washed one time with 10 ml fresh MMSCGM and incubated at 37°C under 5% CO₂. The non-adherent cells were removed by replacing the medium 24 h after the initial culture. The residual attached cells were maintained at 37°C in 5% CO₂ by exchanging the medium with fresh medium at 5-day intervals. These cells are designated as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in the present study.

Establishment of the MSCs with the HSVtk gene. The HSVtk retrovirus-producing cells (PA317; mouse fibroblast cell line with HSVtk gene) were kindly provided by Genetic Therapy Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD). After culturing the PA317 cells in DMEM for 48 h, the supernatant was collected.

After removing non-adherent cells 24 h following the initial culture, 1 ml of the supernatant of HSVtk retrovirus was added into the 25-cm² tissue culture flask with 1 ml MMSCGM. The MSCs were incubated in the presence of 8 μg/ml Polybrene (Aldrich Chemical Company Inc., Milwaukee, WI) for 6 h. After washing three times, the cells were maintained with fresh MMSCGM. The drug selection with 100 μg/ml G418 (Sigma-Aldrich Japan K.K., Tokyo, Japan) was performed for 4 weeks. The drug-resistant cells were collected and cultured in MMSCGM (containing 100 μg/ml G418) to prepare sufficient numbers of cells. The drug-resistant cells (HSVtk gene-transduced MSCs; MSCtk cells) were used for further experiments.

In vitro bystander effect on rat C6 glioma cells. The C6 rat glioma cells were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). The cells (5x10³) were co-cultured with various numbers of MSCtk cells (MSCtk:C6 ratios = 1:1, 1:4, 1:16, 1:32, 1:64 and 1:128) or without MSCtk cells (C6 alone) in MMSCGM. Half of the rats for each group (n=6) were sacrificed on day 20 for histological examination. Serial coronal brain sections were obtained and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Tumor volume was calculated as longer diameter x shorter diameter²/2 in the section with maximum tumor size. The other half (n=6) were used for the survival study. Survival was analyzed by a log-rank test based on the Kaplan-Meier test using SigmaStat 3.0 software.

Results

In vitro bystander effect on rat C6 glioma cells. Nearly no viable cells were observed when cultured in the medium containing 1 μg/ml GCV at the MSCtk:C6 ratios from 1:1 to 1:32 on day 7 and the C6 cells did not proliferate after GCV had been removed (day 14, Fig. 1). C6 proliferation was not inhibited by addition of MSCtk cells when the medium did not contain GCV (data not shown). At MSCtk:C6 ratios of 1:64 and 1:128, tumor proliferation was significantly suppressed (Fig. 1, p<0.01) compared with corresponding controls culture in the medium without GCV (data not shown), though we could not completely eradicate C6 cells.

The real-time in vitro bystander effect was observed with the culture microscope. GFP-MSCtk cells were co-cultured with the same number of C6 cells in the medium containing 1 μg/ml GCV. During the first 24 h, C6 cells vividly proliferated while green-colored GFP-MSCtk cells did not. (Fig. 2a-c). However, when C6 cells proliferated more and made contact with GFP-MSCtk cells, C6 cells showed apoptotic cell death due to bystander effect (Fig. 2d and e). At 72 h after co-culturing, C6 cells were completely eradicated, while some good-shaped green-colored GFP-MSCtk cells were still observed (Fig. 2f).

Time courses of GFP-MSCtk and C6 cell numbers are shown as the ratio to the cell numbers at 0 h (Fig. 3). The
The number of C6 cells increased during the first 12 h, and then steeply decreased afterward to reach complete eradication at 48 h. The number of GFP-MSCtk cells remained stable during the first 40 h, and then gradually decreased afterward. At 72 h, some GFP-MSCtk cells were still alive.

Treatment of intracranial C6 tumors in SD rats through the bystander effect generated with intratumoral injection of MSCtk cells followed by GCV administration. Treatment of the established C6 tumor with the combination of intratumoral injection of MSCtk cells followed by intraperitoneal GCV administration (GCV group) significantly reduced the size of the tumors.
of tumor examined on day 20 as compared to those of rats treated with MSCtk injection only (saline group) and the C6 group (Fig. 4 left panel, p<0.01). No tumors were observed on day 20 in 2 out of 6 rats, and only small tumors, in the other 4 rats. No significant differences were observed between the sizes of tumors in the saline group (C6 + MSCtk) and in the C6 group (Fig. 4). There were also no differences between the sizes of C6 tumors treated with and without GCV (data not shown). Representative coronal sections from the C6 group (large tumor) and the GCV group (no tumor) were demonstrated (Fig. 4, right panel).

All the rats in the C6 group and the saline group died in about 3 weeks (Fig. 5). The rats in the GCV group (treated with MSCtk cells and GCV) survived significantly longer than those in the other two groups (Fig. 5, p<0.01). Two out of 6 rats in the GCV group survived >120 days and considered to be cured. The other 4 rats in the GCV group also survived longer but finally died of brain tumor.

Discussion

In our previous studies, we have already demonstrated that established rat C6 brain tumors were successfully treated through the bystander effect generated by an intratumoral injection of NSCtk cells followed by systemic GCV administration, so-called NSCtk therapy (10). Some of the studies have shown active tropism of NSCs toward brain tumors even when NSCs are implanted in the opposite side of cerebral hemisphere as in our previous study (9). However, it is not so easy to obtain sufficient amount of NSCs from the glioma patients, and therefore, NSCtk therapy is not very practical for clinical use. In 2003, Lee et al demonstrated that neural stem-like cells can be obtained from human adult bone marrow and those cells can migrate toward distant sites of brain injury and tumor in vivo, where they differentiate and express therapeutic transgenes (11). Since then, several studies of treatment of experimental brain tumors using
genetically modified so-called MSCs have been published (12, 13). Because we have long been working on gene therapies using the HSVtk/GCV system (17, 18), we investigated here the possibility of treating rat gliomas with HSVtk transduced MSCs and GCV (MSCtk therapy) and compared the efficacy with that of our previous NSCtk therapy.

We demonstrated, in the present in vitro co-culture study, that no tumors were observed at MSCtk:C6 cell ratios from 1:1 to 1:32 in the culture medium containing 1 μg/ml GCV (Fig. 1). Since this concentration of GCV in the medium has no effect on C6 proliferation, this effect is due to the bystander effect between MSCtk and C6 cells. Even at the MSCtk:C6 cell ratios of 1:64 and 1:128, significant bystander tumoricidal effect was observed (Fig. 1). These results suggest that the bystander effect between MSCtk and C6 cells is as potent as that between NSCtk and C6 cells shown in our previous study (19). Since MSCs are much easier to obtain from adult subjects, MSCtk therapy would be more feasible for clinical application than NSCtk therapy.

In the real-time observation in the co-culture experiment of GFP-MSCtk and C6 using the culture microscope, the number of C6 cells increased during the first 12 h, during which C6 cells in the dish were not so confluent, then C6 cell number steeply decreased (Figs. 2 and 3). This is mainly due to increased cell-to-cell contact in confluent C6 cell culture conditions, because the bystander effect in the HSVtk/GCV system is generated only when tumor cells have contact with HSVtk-positive cells (20). MSCtk cells do not die as long as 72 h even in the medium containing GCV (Figs. 2 and 3). This is mainly due to low proliferation activity of MSCs because GCV only kills proliferating cells and does not kill postmitotic cells (21). This low proliferation activity of MSCs may be disadvantageous because the MSCtk:tumor cell ratio lowered with time. On the contrary, it is advantageous because MSCtk cells survive for a sufficient period for killing surrounding tumor cells in the presence of GCV. This information seems very important when we make a clinical protocol of MSCtk therapy especially when we determine the timing of GCV administration after the MSCtk injection. As far as the C6 rat brain tumor model is concerned, GCV should be given immediately after MSCtk injection because C6 proliferation is so rapid and the MSCtk:tumor cell ratio steeply decreased during the time before GCV administration. However, in the case of human glioblastomas, tumor cell proliferation is not as rapid as that of C6 cells, and therefore, the optimal timing of GCV administration may be a little later. In the treatment of human gliomas, it would be ideal if we could know the distribution and amount of exogenously-administered treatment cells (MSCtk, NSCtk, so on). Recently, for tracing exogenously-administered MSCs, magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography have been applied using iron-labeled MSCs (15, 22) and thymidine kinase reporter gene (21, 23-26), respectively.

In vivo experiment in Sprague-Dawley rats for treating intracranial C6 tumors through the bystander effect generated with the intratumoral injection of MSCtk cells and GCV administration resulted in a significant tumor growth suppression and a significant prolongation of survival time (Figs. 4 and 5). Two out of 6 rats in the GCV group survived >120 days and considered to be cured. These results are quite similar to those using NSCtk cells (10). Again, because of easier accessibility of MSCs than NSCs, MSCtk therapy would be more feasible for clinical application than NSCtk therapy. It is reported that MSCs can also home intracranial tumor sites when intravascularly administered (13, 15). Uchibori and colleagues also showed a significant antitumor effect by intravenous injection of retroviral vector-producing MSCs expressing HSVtk (27). However, to generate sufficient bystander effect, both the MSCtk:tumor cell ratio and tumor cell-to-HSVtk positive cell contact should be sufficiently high. For these reasons, direct administration on the surface of the tumor-removal cavity or intratumoral administration into small tumor nodules may be the methods to use for the first protocols against recurrent gliomas.

We have been using the HSVtk/GCV system because tumor growth suppression ability is most prominent and rapid in this system as compared with the other gene therapy systems. The other reason is the safety issue for normal brain tissues. As shown in the present study, the bystander effect in the HSVtk/GCV system is generated only when HSVtk-negative dividing cells have contact with HSVtk-positive cells. Therefore, MSCtk cells migrating toward the tumor cells kill only proliferating tumor cells that have had contact with MSCtk cells. After MSCtk therapy, we have observed that normal brain tissues are not injured except the needle tract used for the cell injections (data not shown). Experimental studies using MSCs transduced with various therapeutic genes, such as tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (11, 28), interferon-β (13, 29), interleukin-23 (14), and cytosine deaminase (30), as well as thymidine kinase (31, 32), have been reported. It is also attractive to investigate combinations of these cytokine and suicide gene therapy systems.

Migratory activity of MSCs against tumor cells has been reported using the method injecting MSCs into the contralateral hemisphere to the tumor cell injection. Many MSCs have been shown to migrate and home around the tumor implanted in the contralateral hemisphere along with the corpus callosum within a week as in the case of NSCs (9). Because gliomas have an infiltrative tendency to the surrounding brain tissues and treatment of those satellite tumors as well as the main tumor mass is the key for successful treatment. The mechanisms of tumor homing activity of MSCs and NSCs have been also widely investigated. Interleukin-8, transforming growth factor-β1 and neurotrophin-3, vascular endothelial growth factor are some of the candidate molecules to attract MSCs (33). Elucidation of the precise mechanism with which tumor cells attract MSCs may lead to a more efficient clinical protocol. Enhancement of the bystander effect by using compounds such as sulfasalazine (34), connexin (35-38), and scopadulciol (39) could be another strategy.

In conclusion, MSCtk therapy has been shown to have similar potency for the treatment of experimental rat glioma as NSCtk therapy, whose efficacy has been already proved in our previous studies. Since MSCs are more easily accessible than NSCs, MSCtk therapy is clinically more feasible than NSCtk therapy. Obviously, further studies for elucidation of mechanism underlying MSC movement and bystander effect potential are necessary before making a precise clinical protocol for MSCtk therapy.
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